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manufacturers.

EDITORIAL

The end of the year is a time to look back at five years of
the magazine and contemplate the future.
Oliver Kim

Y

ou are looking at the fifty first
issue of Microbehunter Microscopy Magazine. When I
first started the website five years ago,
I did not expect it to become that
successful. The website statistics
show that there were 1.13 million Pageviews during 2015 in total, averaging over 3000 per day.
The very successful forum
(www.microscopy-forum.com) certainly is also responsible for this
trend. The forum currently has 216
members who posted at least one post
and we have a new member joining on
average about every 2 days. I installed
the new forum just one year ago and
the activity is to high that I sometimes
have problems keeping up with reading all the posts.
At this point I would like to thank
all the forum members for making the
forum so successful as it now is. I
would also like to thank everyone
who has contributed articles and images for the magazine! Some forum
members have given me advance permission to re-publish their forum images in the magazine and I also would
like to thank them for this.
In the future, I hope to be able to
return to a monthly release cycle for
the magazine and for this reason
would like to encourage everyone,
beginners and advanced microscopists, to contribute articles and images.
At the end of 2014, a leading German microscopy magazine (Mikrokosmos, by Elsevier) was stopped being
published after 107 years. I am certain, that this is not due to a decreased
interest in microscopy, but rather due
to changed habits of the community.

Visit the shop at: http://www.microbehunter.com/microbehunter-microscopy-shop/

Youtube videos, forums, and other
social networking sites offer so many
possibilities to informally interact
with other enthusiasts to exchange of
information and experience. I think
that it is important to adapt to these
new trends.
What does the future hold? While
I have not planned out everything in
detail, I intend to rework the general
design of the Website and give it a
cleaner, less cluttered look. I also
want to publish a series of instructional videos for beginning microscopists
and students.
I have now also put together a
collection of microscopy-related
items from Amazon.com in a store.
You can support the magazine and
forum by buying microscopy accessories over this shop. I will receive a
percentage of revenue, which helps
me pay the ever increasing required

server space. The costs of the bought
products, naturally, does not increase
for the customer. I selected the products based on availability, shipping
time and also have given those products a preference that ship internationally or are “fulfilled by Amazon”. In
this latter case, all shipping and handling is done directly by Amazon.
I have not tested the offered products, there are too many of them. If
you should discover some that are not
worthy of being included in the shop,
due to low quality, please write me an
email and I will take it out. If you have
products to recommend, then I can
include them as well in a separate
category.
Last, I want to wish all of you
happy holidays!
■
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The AO Series 21

The AO Series 21 was produced in 1973 and uses Differential Interference Contrast.
By Everett Inman

T

wo of the more popular techniques for enhancing the visibility of transparent specimens
are the use of Phase and Differential
Interference Contrast. Specimens examined using these two techniques
produce images quite different in appearance. This article will examine an
extremely rare microscope using DIC
produced by the American Optical
Corporation in 1973, the model 21
DIC microscope.
What is Differential Interference
Contrast?
Differential Interference Contrast
(DIC) Microscopy is an illumination
technique that dramatically enhances
the ability to discern transparent and
semi-transparent specimens resulting
in an almost three dimensional image.
In addition it can enhance stained
specimens by altering the specimens
contrast. It was developed in 1955 by
Francis Smith. Several years later

Georges Nomarski, a Polish born
French physicist modified the configuration, thus the term “Nomarski
DIC” often referred to in literature.
The advantage of DIC over Phase
contrast is the lack of a “halo” bordering the specimen, thus superior resolution. The result is an “optical” 3-D
relief image. The term “optical” relief
is important in that the image you are
seeing is not representative of the actual geometric relief. Essentially the
microscope becomes an interferometer. The end result is rather impressive! You have improved resolution
in addition to improved contrast vs
phase contrast.
Without getting into the physics,
DIC microscopes contain the following:
● Linear Polarizer: Found between
the illumination source and the
condenser. Refer to Figure 1 for
the AO model 21.

1

● Wollaston or Nomarksi Condenser: Usually an integral part of
the condenser itself- The AO model 21 contains a Wollaston prism.
Refer to figure 1.
● Objective Prism: A prism positioned after the objective. With
some set-ups each objective has its
own prism. The AO 21 model
utilizes a single prism located after
the turret as shown in Figure 2.
● Analyzer: located behind the objective prism. In the AO model 21
the analyzer and objective prism
are located behind the turret and
housed in a single unit. See Figure
2.
The AO model 21 DIC
I have been very fond of American
Optical microscopes ever since I was
in ninth grade. We used AQ series
sixty microscopes in Biology class. I
often dreamed of owning such a fine
instrument. AO microscopes are built
very solid and were quite popular as
evidenced by the number of good to
excellent condition used scopes available online. It has only been in the
last few years that universities and
hospitals have begun divesting themselves of these gray beauties despite
having been made in the 70’s. One of

Figure 1: The linear polarizer and
Wollaston prism.
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The AO Series 21

my favorites in the AO line was the
Series 20. The American Optical 21
DIC was based on the model 20.
Many hobbyists consider it to have
been the epitome of AO’s engineering
prowess. It was offered with the H21
stand equipped with the following
planachromatic objectives:
●
●
●
●

EQUIPMENT

2

#1019S 10X/0.25 objective
#1022S 20x/0.5 objective
#1023S 40X/0.66 objective
#1024S 100X/1.25 objective

Figure 2: The objective prism.
Figure 3: Two turrets containing 8
light filters.

3
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You could optionally add #3006 6.5X
objective
It was also equipped with DIC
quintuple nosepiece with prism and
analyzer, a DIC condenser mount turret with DIC prisms for each objective, and a #2110 achromatic /
aplanatic condenser as shown in Figures 1-3. According to the AO brochure, all optical surfaces were coated
with Americote to decrease internal
reflection, increase light transmission
and improve contrast.
In addition the model 21, like the
model 20 series, contains 2 turrets
containing 8 light filters (Figure 3):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Neutral Density 5%
Neutral Density 25%
Neutral Density 50%
Didymium blue/pink filter, 2mm
thick
Blue Filter, 1.5 mm thick
Green Filter
Blue Compensated Filter
Blue Filter, 4 mm thick

The AO Series 21

found in perfect operating condition
due to the excellent engineering and
quality of construction. This holds
true for all American Optical microscopes. A friend of mine owns a microscope repair shop, one of the few
in the country. He told me the current
crop of microscopes being sold into
schools and universities are almost
disposable. The cost to repair them
exceeds the value of the scope and
due to construction they are fortunate
to last 2 years without incurring some
type of major mechanical failure.
However, he said he rarely performed
“repairs” on AO scopes and spent
most of his time simply cleaning and
adjusting them! Repairable, great optics, affordable and well-constructed.
What more can I say? Keep that in
mind when looking for your next
scope.

4

These filter wheels allow for individual or combination filter placement between light source and
objective. The lighting system consists of a quartz-iodine lamp with a
color temperature of 3200K.
The condenser focusing knob is
located towards the lamp, at the back
of the scope, while the field diaphragm adjustments were located toward the front of the base (Figure 4).
You can view two videos I made
using this scope on YouTube (links at
the end of the article). Keep in mind I
had just obtained the scope and was
still figuring out how to operate it.
Despite being some 42 years old,
the AO 21 and 20 series can still be

Figure 4: The condenser focusing
knob and field diaphragm are located
in the base of the microscope.
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Top: A diatom. Oblique
illumination. 40x objective.
Left: Haematococcus.
Darkfield, 20x objective.
By Rashid Nassar
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Top: Oedogonium. 25x,
brightfield, 27 images stacked
in Photoshop.
Left: Unknown nymph. 25x
Oblique illumination, Circular
Oblique Lighting and Phase,
23 images stacked.
By Forbes Pettigrew
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Very top: Paramecium. 20X objective
Top: Algae. 20X objective
Left: Algae. 40X objective
By Jim Tallon
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Microtome

How much of a microtome can you get for about $80/€70?
Oliver Kim

I

already own a decent microtome,
but it has one significant disadvantage. It is missing a clamp to
hold the specimen. It is therefore quite
difficult to make consistent cuts, as
the sample was always lifted out of
the sample holder every time I made
the cut. Microtomes that do not have
such a sample clamp require that the
sample is held in place with molten
wax. In this case the sample has to be
also embedded in wax.
I therefore started to look for another microtome, and low cost was
indeed an important factor for the
choice. I did find one in a local microscope shop, and after a bit of research,
I discovered that the same model is
also sold on Ebay by a few sellers.
The microtome comes in a decentlooking wooden plywood box (Figure
1). The box has been sanded and

painted with clear varnish to give it a
shiny look. The smooth finish makes
the box easier to clean, if something is
spilled over it.
The inside of the box is made of
untreated plywood (Figure 2). There
is no velvet lining, as common with
some more expensive microtomes and
therefore dust is not retained as as
well. There was also a little bit of
saw-dust, so I had to give the microtome some cleaning before use.
The microtome is placed directly
in the available space without additional support from the side. The foam
in the lid is pressed against the microtome so that its movement is somewhat limited. I mention this, as it
might be relevant when transporting
the microtome.

1

The contents of the box
Inside the box, there is the microtome itself, naturally, a knife and two
glass disks, one of them being a replacement (Figure 3). These disks can
be placed directly on the flat part of
the microtome and they serve as guide
for the microtome knife.
While the microtome itself made a
reasonably decent impression, the microtome knife was, well, quite spectacular. I let Figure 8 speak for itself.
I will have to use a cutting board knife
or razor blade.
Material of the microtome
Judging by its weight and appearance, the microtome is made of steel
and not aluminum. The inside tube
which contains the sample seems to
be made of copper or brass, based on
its color. The clamp for holding the
specimen is plastic.
In other microtomes the glass surface for guiding the knife is glued to
the microtome, but here is is simply
placed loosely on top. I do not think
that this makes any difference during
the cutting. This makes cleaning easier, though, as the glass plate can be
removed. It should also not be too
difficult to find someone who is able
to cut round shapes, if the glass plates
are dropped and break.
The glass plate is centered and
held in place by the edge of the microtome. The glass is also about 0.5mm
higher than the edge. There is therefore no possibility for the microtome

Figure 1: The box is made of light
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knife to touch the metal edge during
cutting, which is good. Figures 4 to 7
show the microtome from various angles.

REVIEW

2

Precision
There are numbers on the bottom
part of the microtome, ranging from 1
to 4, with 10 sub-divisions between
the numbers, making a total of 50
sub-divisions. It is necessary to now
find out how much the specimen is
raised for each sub-division.
I removed the bottom part of the
microtome (Figure 10) to reveal the
Figure 2: The box contains the microtome and two glass plates that serve
as a guide. The knife is on top.
Figure 3: The contents of the box.

3
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Microtome

4

5

6

7

threading. There are 32 turns. This
was easy to find out by slowly passing
my fingernail over the threading and
counting them. The total height of the
threading is 17mm. I checked that
there is indeed only one threading
running around. Dividing the 17mm
by 32 turns results in 0.53mm per
turn. Divide that by the 50 sub-divisions, and we get 0.01mm per subdivision. This is 10μm and corre
sponds to the approximate thickness
of one eukaryotic cell.
Whether I am actually able to
make cuts of that thickness is a different question and depends on the stiff-

ness of the sample and also on how
well the sample is physically stabilized by the clamp. The sharpness of
the knife might also play a role. I just
have to try out and see.
The first cuts
Appropriate to the season, I took
the leaf of a fir tree and sandwiched it
in a piece of carrot for support. This I
then clamped into the microtome
(Figure 11). I used a cutting knife to
cut through both the carrot and the
needle of the fir tree.
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Figure 4: The turn-able part with the
sub-divisions.
Figure 5: Top view without glass
plate. The black plastic clamp is visible inside the brass tube. This clamp
holds the sample to be cut.
Figure 6: Bottom view. The bottom is
flat, so it can stand firmly on a table.
Figure 7: Close-up view of the clamp.
The whole brass tube moves up
when the bottom part of the microtome is turned.

Microtome

REVIEW

8

Figure 8: This picture is self-explanatory. It shows the knife, which was
included with the microtome. It was
quite greasy and smelled of engine
oil. It might be made useable by giving it a proper sharpening, but I did
not have the necessary tools to do
this.

9

Figure 9: The finger-screw for clamping the specimen. There was another
small screw missing (arrow), but this
did not impact on the functioning of
the microtome.

I gradually changed the thickness
of the cuts and found out, that with the
current setup I could only make cuts
that were about 0.2mm thick. This is
far too think to reveal any structures
in the fir leaf. The cut through the
carrot, however, even though of the
same thickness, resulted in nice transparent specimens. Somehow the carrot appeared to have been cut thinner
than the fir leaf. I have no explanation
for this result.
Figure 12 shows the cells of the
carrot in the background and the cut
fir needle as the dark black structure
on the lower right side. This latter one
appears to be significantly thicker,

even though it should have the same
thickness as the supporting carrot.
I have come to the realization, that
making reproducible cuts does take
quite a bit of patience and that the
success depends also on the sharpness

of the knife and the hardness of the
sample to be cut and the angle of the
knife when cutting. The fir leaf was
significantly harder than the supporting carrot and maybe this had an influence on the results.
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Figure 10: The bottom part removed.
The threading is visible. By turning,
the piston (sample holder) is pushed
up. The cylindrical extension of the
piston is pushed upwards when turning.

11

Figure 11: Fir leaf supported by a carrot. I used a cutting knife to make the
microtome sections.

Tolerances
No mechanical devices are completely free of manufacturing tolerances. In this particular microtome,
there is some wiggle as well. The
piston holding the sample to be cut is
able to move, and the part that can be
turned also wiggles a bit. When the
microtome is placed on a flat surface,
one should use one hand for cutting
and the other hand for pushing down
the screw that operates the sample
clamp. This reduces the wiggle of all
parts down to zero and the increased
stability also generally makes cutting
easier.

Conclusion
So what have I learned from this?
For relatively little money you do get
a functioning microtome.. The supplied knife made my day. It gave me
a good laugh! It is possible to make
consistent cuts, but it takes a patience
and a bit of practice. It was difficult to
obtain cuts that were thinner than
0.1mm, but I attribute this to the cutting knife that I used. I will try a razor
blade in the future. The angle at which
the knife is held is important. The
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0.1mm specimens are still thinner
than what is easily possible by cutting
free hand. The fir leaf that I used was
probably not the best specimen to use
as it was quite hard compared to the
supporting carrot. Wetting the sample
helps in making consistent cuts.
I will therefore try different specimens, a razor blade, different cutting
angles and cutting speeds. Work in
progress.
■

Microtome

REVIEW
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13

Figure 12: Carrot tissue and fir leaf.
The carrot seemed to be cut thinner
than the fir leaf, even though both
were made at the same time.
Figure 13: Several cuts of the fir leaf.
All of them are too thick and do not
allow light to pass. I need a sharper
knife.
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Polarization microscopy of minerals

A year end review of selected colourful self made microscope slides.
Carl Hennig

A

s the year ends, most media
and businesses cite the successes and achievements of
the past year. To paraphrase the Frank
Sinatra song "I did it my way":
"Successes, I've had a few;
But then again, too few to mention.
I did what I thought was correct
and saw it through without success.
Then I did it my way."
That pretty well describes my efforts at making crystal slides. So my
year end review is a few images of
somewhat colourful failures.
If evaporating a specimen takes
two months to develop interesting
crystals, then a bit of heat should
speed up the process. Fresh orange
juice spread on a slide and heated with
a butane lighter produced spectacular
effects. Primarily smoke and flames

(Figure 3). Again, paraphrasing "Given oranges, make orangeade."
This past summer I visited a grain
elevator and noticed a lot of dust rising out of one of the chutes and
thought the dust would make a nice
specimen. I arranged a second visit
with slides, cover slips and my favourite mounting medium Super Glue.
Super Glue as a capture medium did
not work out very well and I ended up
sticking a wet slide in the dust cloud.
After breaking two cover slips I gave
in and let the dust specimen dry naturally.
I will close with my attempt at
making a slide from Calgonite (Figure
8). The stuff my mother used to soften
the wash water. If nothing else, it
looks like the snow we will get in the
fullness of time.
The specimen was dried using
heat. Not from a butane lighter, but a

1

Figure 1: Brown sugar, 20x objective,
crossed polars. Not the brown sugar
the bake shop uses, but the coloured
variety you get in a restaurant. I dissolved a bit in warm water and let it
evaporate on a slide. The initial views
with the 2x and 4x objectives. were a
tad disappointing, but with the 20x
objective at least there was something definitive.
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homemade hot plate using an inverted
steam iron. I had to buy one as my
request to use Her Majesties iron was
refused.
Equipment details
● Camera: Canon 5D MkII
● Microscope: Labomed LB-592
● Photo eyepiece: Nikon 2.5x,
Meiji 2.5x
● Objectives: Pol, Infinity, Planachromat
● Post processing: Adobe Lightroom, CombineZP
© 2014 Carl Hennig,
Kitchener, ON Canada
■

Polarization microscopy of minerals

OBSERVATIONS

2

3

Figure 2: Brown sugar, 4x objective,
crossed polars. After two months of
curing, the brown sugar specimen
developed into something a bit more
interesting.
Figure 3: Carmelized orange juice.
The photo is not from a microscope,
but a macro shot from a Pentax TS20
after the fire was extinguished.
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Polarization microscopy of minerals

Figure 4: Carmelized Orange Juice,
2x objective, crossed polars. A day
later after retrieving the slide from
the waste bin.

4

Figure 5: Grain of dust. Looking
through a 2x objective was not exactly what I had envisioned, but the artifacts looked interesting.
Figure 6: Grain of dust. Panning
about the slide (2x objective) I found
two grains and try as I might, they
were two thick to pass the microscopes light.
Figure 7: Grain of dust, natural light.
Then the sun came out from behind
the clouds and completely overpowered the microscope's light source.
Voila! Colour, shape and texture.
Saved by Mother Nature.

5

6

Figure 8 (opposite page): Calgonite,
heat dried.

7
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What’s this? Answer on page 2.
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